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Conditioned Thinking

Source – https://youtu.be/dcqqsNlpiZs
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Life in a VUCA, RUPT and BANI World

• Situations and contexts appear – 
• Volatile 
• Uncertain 
• Complex 
• Ambiguous

• Experiences and encounters appear – 
• Rapid 
• Unpredictable 
• Paradoxical 
• Tangled

• Life and reality appear – 
• Brittle 
• Anxious 
• Nonlinear 
• Incomprehensible

“Things are getting worse and worse, and better and better, faster and faster.” 
~ Tom Atlee 



• Stop: get out of your own way. 
• Connect: sense into what is seeking to emerge. 

• Flow: align with the pulse of change that is — 

Sense Making in a VUCA World

- life affirming 
- future creating 
- opportunity increasing



I live on Earth at present,
And I don’t know what I am.
I know that I am not a category.
I am not a thing – a noun.
I seem to be a verb,
An evolutionary process –
An integral function of the universe.

“I am not a thing – a noun. I seem to be a verb…” 
~ R. Buckminster Fuller



• Interesting things happen where systems connect… 
• that gray zone - twilight, daydream, chrysalis  

• Ecology: the Ecotone - where two ecosystems meet 
• Biology: the Holobiont - a microbiome of interbeings

The Space In Between :: Liminal Possibilities

- Tapping into the imaginal domain 
- without getting lost or trapped in an imaginary world

- Playing in the holoflux 
- that liminal space between the Implicate Order and 

the Explicate Order
• Very VUCA — but in a fun, fertile, flourishing way!



Augmenting our Systemic Sense-ability



Collective Intelligence



Connective Intelligence



Empathetic Intelligence



• The story of emerging our Gaiaself is one of being 
danced into a greater delicious Intrabeing 
• from Interbeing to Intrabeing 

The Intrabeing of GaiaSelf

- Allowing the Whole Creature to express 
- John Seed, Joanna Macy, Pat Fleming, Arne Næss: 

we have to learn to think like a mountain

• Now we must learn to think like Gaia - to sense as Gaia 
• ask: how can I make myself available to intrabe? 



Five Dimensions of Availability of Our GaiaSelf

Me —
Personal
Balance

Society —
Communal
Balance

Legacy —
Balance with
Ancestors and
Future Generations

Planet —
Environmental
Balance

Cosmos —
Spiritual
Balance

https://medium.com/@Alex8er/practices-that-ensoul-the-cosmos-f36f4217f00b 

https://medium.com/@Alex8er/practices-that-ensoul-the-cosmos-f36f4217f00b


Hope Springs Eternal…

FRODO: I can’t do this, Sam. 

SAM: I know. It’s all wrong. By rights we shouldn’t even be here. 
But we are. It’s like in the great stories, Mr. Frodo. The ones that 
really mattered. Full of darkness and danger they were… Those 
were the stories that stayed with you. That meant something. 
Even if you were too small to understand why. But I think, Mr. 
Frodo, I do understand. I know now. Folk in those stories had 
lots of chances of turning back only they didn’t. Because they 
were holding on to something. 

FRODO: What are we holding on to, Sam? 

SAM: That there’s some good in this world, Mr. Frodo. And it’s 
worth fighting for.

~ The Lord of The Rings, The Two Towers, by J.R.R. Tolkien



Be the eco-systems
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you want to see
in the world
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